USING THE SYMPTOM REPORTING TOOL

AVAILABLE IN PARENTVUE, STUDENTVUE AND CLASSLINK
**PARENTS**

*Parents can access the symptom form by logging into **ParentVue**.*

---

**STUDENTS**

*Students can find the form in **StudentVue**. 6th-12th graders can also find it in **Classlink**.*

---

**MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS**

*MS & HS students can fill out their own forms. Forms for elementary students must be submitted by a parent/guardian.*
A report should be submitted for each student, **every day**, between 4 a.m. and 10 a.m.

If the student isn't showing symptoms, simply click "Submit" without selecting anything.

Students who arrive at school without a report that day will be screened by a Health Assistant.

*please note that this screen may look different based on regularly updated guidance.*
If a student reports a COVID-19 symptom, he/she will be asked to stay home and contact their doctor or Mesa County Public Health for further instructions.

If a student doesn't have symptoms, he/she can come to school.

If a student doesn't have symptoms, he/she can come to school.